BELMONT FLOOR

DESCRIPTION
An elegant interplay of proportion and material, Belmont Floor's timeless design is perfectly at home in both modern and traditional settings. Its iconic raceway shade form is lined with premium felted wool or premium woven white fabric that is delicately balanced over a graceful tri-pod leg assembly hand-crafted from solid oak or walnut. Belmont Floor's majestic frame stands at a 62.5” (159cm) height providing warm and bright illumination that’s fully dimmable to set the perfect ambiance in any living area. Perfectly suited for residential and hospitality environments alike, Belmont Floor is offered in three luxurious shade colors with rich wooden finishes.

FIXTURE TYPE
Floor

LIGHT SOURCE
(2) Satco BT-15 Halogen, 72W, 1490 lm per bulb (included)
Optional (2) Feit E26 medium base A19/A21 Classic bulbs, 15W (100W equivalent) 1600 lm per bulb

PRODUCT CODES
Belmont Floor (Charcoal/Oak): BELM FLR GPT/OAK
Belmont Floor (Charcoal/Walnut): BELM FLR GPT/WAL
Belmont Floor (Silverdale/Oak): BELM FLR GRY/OAK
Belmont Floor (Silverdale/Walnut): BELM FLR GRY/WAL
Belmont Floor (White/Oak): BELM FLR WHT/OAK
Belmont Floor (White/Walnut): BELM FLR WHT/WAL

LIGHT CONTROL
Full range dimming, In-line foot switch

FEATURES
Ambient direct and indirect light source
Ships flat-packed

SPECIFICATIONS
Voltage: 120 or 240V 50-60Hz
Color temperature: 2900K (Warm White)
Luminosity: 3000 Lumens
Color Rendition Index: 90 CRI
Cable length: 9’ (274m)
1 year warranty

CERTIFICATIONS

PACKAGING WEIGHT AND DIMENSIONS
Belmont Floor (shade and socket) 7.7LBS 22.5in X 17in X 8.5in
Belmont Floor (legs) 5.7LBS 28.9in X 4.1in X 3.9in

NOTES
Available to ship in the US February 15th, 2021
Custom requests can be considered on volume orders
DESCRIPTION
An elegant interplay of proportion and material, the Belmont Table Lamp is designed to illuminate interiors from modern to traditional. Its iconic shade form is comprised of premium wool felt fabric or premium woven white fabric that is delicately balanced over a contrasting hand-crafted solid wood base in oak or walnut. Belmont’s unique base also features full range dimming to set the perfect ambiance while two convenient USB port offers charging capability for all your mobile devices. Belmont Table sits perfectly in residential as well as hospitality and contract environments offering a low sitting light solution that focuses on indirect upward light with a warm and bright. Three standard shade colors are interchangeable with 2 wood base finishes.

FIXTURE TYPE
Table

LIGHT SOURCE
(2) Satco BT-15 Halogen, 72W, 1490 lm per bulb (included)
Optional (2) Feit E26 medium base A19/A21 Classic bulbs, 15W (100W equivalent) 1600 lm per bulb

PRODUCT CODES
Belmont Table (Charcoal/Oak): BELM TBL GPT/OAK
Belmont Table (Charcoal/Walnut): BELM TBL GPT/WAL
Belmont Table (Silverdale/Oak): BELM TBL GRY/OAK
Belmont Table (Silverdale/Walnut): BELM TBL GRY/WAL
Belmont Table (White/Oak): BELM TBL WHT/OAK
Belmont Table (White/Walnut): BELM TBL WHT/WAL

LIGHT CONTROL
Full range dim control, in-line dimmer

FEATURES
(2x) USB charging ports
Full range dimming

SPECIFICATIONS
Voltage: 120 or 240V 50-60Hz
Color temperature: 2900K (Warm White)
Luminosity: 3000 Lumens
Color Rendition Index: 90 CRI
Cable length: 8’ (244cm)
1 year warranty

CERTIFICATIONS

PACKAGING WEIGHT AND DIMENSIONS
Belmont Table 10.9LBS 22.5” X 17” X 8.5”
5KG 57.2cm X 43cm X 17.8cm

FINISHES
WOOD
- OAK
- WALNUT

FABRIC
- CHARCOAL
- SILVERDALE
- WHITE

DIMENSIONS

NOTES
Available to ship Summer 2021
Custom requests can be considered on volume orders